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LEXICAL RESTRUCTURING IN 
CREOLE GENESIS
(Pieter Muysken, Amsterdam)
One of the questions that has been posed in much of the debate In creole stu­
dies, as much in the late nineteenth century when Schuchardt and Adam where 
considering this Issue as now, a hundred years later, is the problem of substra­
tum. Did the original languages of the colonized and enslaved African, Aslan, 
and Pacific peoples that were involved in the formation of the creole languages 
transmit any properties to the creoles? The question is not so much whether 
they did or not; I think ail creolists agree that there were such transmissions. The 
real Issues are:
(1) a. to what extent was there transmission;
b. which components of the language were transmitted;
c. which psycholinguists and sociolinguistic processes were involved.
These three questions lead to a further set of questions:
d. are there differences between the creoles with respect to the extent 
of transmission;
e. what explains these differences.
I will not be able, of course, to answer these five questions here. My main focus 
will be question (1 c ), with perhaps incidental results for other questions.
Consider briefly question (1b). We can represent the components of a lan­
guage that were putatively transmitted in the following way, arranged according 
to the degree of consensus that they are actual survivals:
(2) a. isolated lexical items: cultural vocabulary
b. prosodic phonology
c. Isolated lexical items: core vocabulary
d. ideophones
e. suprasegmental phonology (e.g. tonal patterns)
f. calqued Idioms
g. grammatical morphemes
h. lexically related syntactic and semantic properties (e.g. serial verbs)
I. segmental phonology
j. lexicon-independent syntactic and semantic properties (e.g. predicate 
cleft)
Note that this is not intended as an implicational hierarchy along which different 
creoles can be ordered, in terms of the types of survivals they contain. Such a 
hierarchy may well exist, and may partially resemble the one In (2), but I do not 
think we have cases where ideophones have survived massively, but not lexi­
cally related syntactic properties. On the whole, creole languages with extensive 
survivals show them in different components. In creoles with few survivals these 
m ay not necessarily be limited to lexical items and prosodic phonology.
What, then, are the principles behind the arrangement In (2)7 It partly re­
sembles the Humboldtian arrangement from Outer Form to Inner Form. The 
more exterior a certain linguistic phenomenon, the easier to determine its linguis­
tic parentage. This is particularly the case because we lack a theory of how Inner 
forms may survive and interact. The present paper is intended to help explore 
such a theory, and then with respect to properties of the type (2h). Only by de­
veloping a theory about the transmission of inner forms can we counter the all 
too familiar reproach that universalist claims are theoretically interesting, and 
substratist claims haphazard, and hence theoretically Irrelevant.
How can properties of lexical items survive without their outer forms survi­
ving as well? Through a process termed relexification: the grafting of a new lexi­
cal shape on an existing lexical item. This term was invented In the late sixties in 
the framework of the Portuguese monogenesis theory and has since gained a 
wider acceptance. It is often invoked in recent work to argue for substrate survi­
val, but its actual properties remain relatively unexplored. Particularly problema­
tic Is the fact that relexification often appears to Involve lexical restructuring at the 
sam e time: the properties of the original Item may not survive Intact. Hence the 
title of this paper.
Consider the example of Sranan m oro ’overpower, more, exceed’, moro 
can function as a main verb as in (3):
(3) angri m oro mi
hunger overpower me 
’ I am very hungry.’
In addition, it can be a serial verb, as in (4):
1 94
1 95
(4) a bigi moro mi 
he big exceed me 
'He Is bigger than me.’
While derived etymologically from English more, It is clearly not simply an exten­
sion in its use. Let us assume, for the sake of the exemplification, that it Is relexi- 
fled from a West African serial verb meaning ’surpass'. The putative source lan­
guage has equivalents for both (3) and (4). It does not have the use in (5), how­
ever, which is much closer to that of the English adverb more:
(5) a m oro bigi likl mi
he more big like me 
'He is bigger than me.’
Are we to say, then, that (5) shows that (3) and (4) cannot be derived from a 
W est African source, through relexiflcation? Only if we do not have a theory of 
lexical restructuring. In this paper I present elements that may be relevant to a 
theory of lexical restructuring. The data come from Media Lengua (ML), a Que- 
chua-Spanish contact language spoken in communities in central Ecuador. The 
map gives an indication of where It Is spoken.
1. MEDIA LENGUA
M L Is a form of Quechua that underwent massive relexiflcation from Spanish, 
maintaining most of its morphosyntax and phonology. An example Is given in (6) 
(of. Muysken, 1981):
(6) m l[w aw a tlni- shka -da] ablza -y
q w aw a (-da) chari shka da willa y
child AC have NOM AC tell IM 
'Tell me If you have children.'
Rather than being impoverished grammatically, it has maintained the complex 
syntactic structures of Quechua. A tree of a ML complex sentence Is presented 
In (7).
(7) S
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ML is the native language of the younger adults and most of the children In the 
communities. Som e younger children may have Spanish as their first language, 
some older people Quechua. Everyone speaks ML, however, but only within the 
community. The villages where ML Is spoken are characterized by being socially 
and geographically Intermediate between the 'bianco' world of the urban centers 
In the valleys and the Indian world of the mountain slopes, as Indicated in map I.
Bickerton (1987) gives five reasons why ML is so unlike creoles that it is not 
particularly relevant to our perspective on creole genesis. These are not unpro­
blematic, however.
(a) ML emerged (1900?) long after initial contact between Quechua and 
Spanish (1532). Correct, but irrelevant. Portuguese may have been in contact 
with Fon, In Africa, long before Fon speakers were sold to Portuguese-speaking 
masters in Surinam, and then went on to speak Saramaccan.
(b) ML was created by fluent bilinguals, the antecedents of creoles were 
created by initial L2 acquirers. Not necessarily correct. Even now ML speaking 
communities contain ML speakers who do not know Spanish; in 1900 these 
communities must have been almost totally monolingual, with a few young adult 
male, not necessarily fluent, bilinguals who brought In the Spanish lexical sha­
pes. Current research on plantation social structure presents a quite differentia­
ted picture of the African plantation community, with probably considerable va­
riation In degree of bilingualism of the slaves.
(c) ML served to distinguish an intermediate socio-cultural group. No such 
function was needed in the plantation situation. The situations are indeed quite 
different, but we need to think about the sociolingulstic effects that the uprooting 
of slavery had on the speakers of African languages. Were these languages still 
adequate in the circumstances of detrlballzation and culture destruction con­
comitant with slavery? Is It not possible to conceive of the need for a new lan­
guage, both different from the colonial language of the owners and from the old 
languages of Africa?
(d) ML emerged in a homogeneous Quechua speaking population, creoles 
emerged in linguistically diverse populations. At least partially true. W e do need 
to take into account, however, that In several circumstances there were domi­
nant African tribal groups represented, and that there may have been a process 
of linguistic homogenelzation among the Africans. This could lead to Initial 
spread of African languages in the new world. Similarly, the colonial languages 
were much more homogeneous in the New World than In the Old World.
(e) Within ML we find massive survival of grammatical morphemes, but not 
in creoles. Correct on the whole, but it should be taken into account that Que-
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chua is an agglutinating language, while most creoles derive from relatively ana­
lytical languages.
Rather than worrying too much about what is a true creole and what counts 
as interesting, we should think of the factors involved in creole genesis, and 
possible results of different weighings of these factors. Here I will just mention 
three that have played a dominant role in the recent literature:
(i) Are the original colonized populations uprooted?
(ii) Did they speak different languages originally?
(Hi) How much exposure did they have to the colonial language?
These are by no means the only factors to be considered: the typology of 
the languages involved plays a central role as well, and the relations am ong the 
groups involved in the contact.
(8) uprooting different L1 exposure to  L2
Media Lengua - - +/**
Senegal Kriol - +
many languages -
colonial varieties + +
Berbice Dutch +
Michif + -
Saramaccan + +/“
Reunion + + +/-
immigrant languages + - +
W e will not enter into a detailed discussion here of these different language 
contact situations. That would really be a long term project. The only purpose of 
(8) at this point was to show that the different factors involved in the genesis of 
M L can profitably be generalized to parameters for language contact situations.
2. RELEXIFICATION
it is useful to start the more empirical section of this paper with a formal definition 
of reiexificatlon.
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(9) source language target language
entry entry
/p h o n /,
feak
/P ho n/,
fea0
fean \ / fear
/p h o n /,
feak
fean
where feau-.fea,. = the set of categorlal, subcategorization,
stratal, ana semantic features of the entry.
In (9) we see that relexification results from the confrontation of two lexical 
entries, which are here represented as bundles of feature specifications. From 
the source language entry (in our case, Quechua) all syntactic and semantic 
features are taken over, and from the target entry (here Spanish) the phonologi­
cal representation. The result is an entry which has a Spanish external shape 
and Quechua meanings and syntactic properties. While the syntactic and se­
m antic features of the two Initial entries are represented as completely separate 
in (9), it will be obvious that there m ust be some correspondence. Thus the 
Quechua verb charl- ’have’ in (6) has some elements of meaning in common 
with Spanish ten er 'have, hold’, relexification leading to a  new verb tini- ’have’. 
This correspondence turns out to be crucial when we turn to the comparison 
between relexification of lexical items and that of grammatical items. In section 3 
we will briefly consider lexical Items, and then turn to grammatical Items in sec­
tion 4. Section 5 links the result of this comparison to the preceding theoretical 
discussion.
3. LEXICAL ITEMS IN MEDIA LENGUA
Media Lengua has a largely Spanish lexicon. In Table 1, for instance, we see that 
in the sample studied here 87% of a total of 1800 verbs was derived from Spa­
nish. The sample studied consisted of three subsamples. CF was formally elici­
ted with one family (Including three Media Lengua speakers), Cl is based on 
transcribed Informal recordings of that same family, and Ml on informal recor-
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ding of another family (of four Media Lengua speakers). The Media Lengua of 
the last subsample, Ml, Is slightly more hispaniclzed than that of Ml.
Table 1 THE ETYMOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF THE VERBAL ROOTS OF THE  
THREE SAMPLES
OF Cl Ml TOT %
- verb Sp 6 11 8 25 1
Q verb 41 (20)* 91 (57)* 63 195 (108)* 11 (6)*
Sp verb 309 849 414 1572 87
indeterm. 3 3 6
*the number In parentheses indicates occurrences of the Q verb 
/g a - /  ’to be'
The Quechua lexicon consists of a speaking limited set of roots which are com­
bined with a large variety of different derivational affixes to form lexical items. In 
Table 2 we see that these affixes appear in Media Lengua as well. The large pro­
portion of derived forms in CF is due to the fact that the whole range of Quechua 
affixes in Media Lengua was a subject of structured elicitation.
Table 2 THE PROPORTION OF ROOTS TO DERIVED FORMS IN THE  
THREE SAMPLES
CF Cl Ml TOT
roots 290 863 447 1600
derived forms 66 91 41 198
TOT 356 954 488 1798
% derived forms 18.6 9.5 8.4 (5.7)* 11
*the percentage in parentheses Indicates the percentage In 
derived forms in the sample Ml discounting the form /kum i-chi- 
/  'feed*
Many of the root +  affix combinations have been lexicalized and have developed 
specialized meanings. In (10) we see the Quechua root rlku- ’see' with four of its 
derivations. In Media Lengua a whole series of forms correspond to it. W hen in 
Quechua the literal meaning has been maintained, we find a root +  affix combi­
nation in Media Lengua. Otherwise a  specific Spanish verb is chosen, some­
times redundantly combined with the Quechua derivational affix, as with chapa- 
ra- ’keep an eye on’ and mustra-chl- ’show’.
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(10) riku-tf- bi-0 ve r 'see'
^ ^ , b ! - r i - --------------------se ve ’it is seen'
riku-rl-< ^  asom a------------------ asom ar 'appear, show up'
~~~-par¡si-------------------- parecer 'seem'
<bi-chi-------------------- hacer ver 'make see’m ustra----------— ^  m ostrar ’show’mi-m ustra-chi-
-b i-ra ----------------------m irar fijamente ’stare’
riku-ra-« c T ^  chapa--------- — s »  chapar ’keep an eye on1
chapa-ra­
in Table 3 we see which forms actually occur in the three subsamples. The re­
dundant forms all occur in informal speech.
Table 3 THE VERB ’TO SEE’ AND RELATED FORMS IN THE THREE  
SAMPLES
CF Cl Ml TOT
bi- 10 1 1 12
be (imp) 3 3
ber (inf) 1 1
bes (2s) 1. 1
bi-ri 1 1
asoma- 2 2
parisi- 1 1
bi-ra- 1 1
chapa- 1 1
chapa-ra- 1 1
bi-chi- 1 1
mustra- 1 1
mustra-chi 2 2
The pattern In (10) and Table 3 Is characteristic of most clusters of verbs in Me­
dia Lengua. They can plausibly be analyzed as relatively pure instances of reie- 
xiflcation. The situation is more complicated, however, when we take a more ab­
stract verb like tiya- and Its counterpart ilia- in (11).
(11) Q. t iy a - ’sit, be live exist, there is’ sinta-, abl-
llla- ’there is not’ nuwabi-
The verb tiya- in its meaning ’there is’ Is not often relexified with the form sinta-, 
its most literal counterpart In Spanish. W e generally find an inflected form of the 
Spanish-derived verb abi-, which in Spanish is used as a temporal auxiliary in its 
Inflected form and as existential ’there is’ In Its form hay. In Table 4 the forms in 
the subsamples are presented. We notice that Quechua ilia- appears as a fro­
zen form nuwa- derived from spanlsch no hay. The form sinta- is used for Que­
chua tiya- only In a minority of the cases.
This pattern Is one of restructuring of the Quechua system and partial,
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though not complete, adoption of the Spanish system. It Is characteristic of more 
abstract vocabulary, as we will see in the next section.
Table 4 THE VERBS 'THERE IS NOT' AND 'THERE IS’ IN THE THREE 
SAMPLES
OF Cl Ml TOT
nuway 2 3 7 12
nuwabishka 3 1 1 5
nuwabin 2 2nuwakpi 1 1
abin 1 4 1 6
abixun 1 1 1 3
abika 1 1
abikpi 3 1 4
abishka 3 3
abinga 2 2abindu 1 1 2abi 1 1
a 1 1
sinta(xu)n 3 1 4
4. GRAMMATICAL ITEMS IN MEDIA LENGUA
As Is shown in (12), Quechua grammatical morphemes fall into three groups: le­
xical, suffixal, and clitic.
Quechua
grammatical
morphemes
(12)
negation elements X 
personal pronouns X  
deictic pronouns X 
question words X 
(postpositions)
case markers - 
complementation X  
tense, aspect, mood 
person, number
conjunctions X  
validators/focus markers - 
negative particles -
(X = lexical element In Spanish; - = absent In Spanish)
W e find reflexes of all Quechua grammatical morpheme classes in Media Len- 
gua. The Quechua clitics are all present, as well as the Quechua inflectional suf­
fixes. The Quechua lexical elements have all been relexified, in a way to which 
we return below. In addition, we find elements In Media Lengua which are absent
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In Quechua, such as prepositions and lexical conjunctions. These are shown In 
Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5 THE PRESENCE OF PREPOSITIONS IN TH E THREE SAMPLES
CF Cl Ml TOT
de 11 1 12
a 8 4 12
por 2 4 6
para 3 3 5
entre 2 2 4
komo 3 3
hasta 2 1 3
sin 1 2 3
en 2 2
despwesitu 1 1
It is clear, however, that prepositions are not very frequent in the sample: about 
50 against hundreds and hundreds of Quechua case markers. Many occur In 
frozen expressions. All the forms listed are regular Spanish-derived prepositions 
except for the postposition despwesltu 'after' which is relexified from the Que­
chua lexical postposition k’ipa, with the same meaning.
Table 6 CONJUNCTIONS IN THE THREE SAMPLES
CF Cl Ml TOT
i 1 8 8 17
o 1 4 1 6
pero 11 2 13
sino ke 1 1
TO T 2 24 11 37
There Is a fair amount of Spanish coordinating conjunctions, which are not rele- 
xifioatlons, present In the three Media Lengua subsamples. W e should realize, 
however, that these forms also appear In many varieties of Quechua and other 
Amerindian languages. Apparently coordinating conjunctions form a category 
that Is easily borrowed.
On the whole it is possible to maintain the generalization that the Inventory 
of categories of grammatical items in Media Lengua reflects that of Quechua di­
rectly. As it turns out, however, the Internal semantic organization of the catego­
ries does not: in fact it represents a system which has been restructured under 
the Influence of Spanish. The case I will use to illustrate this Is that of deictic 
(demonstrative and locative) pronouns. In Figure 1 the semantic organization of 
the systems In Quechua and Spanish is contrasted. The feature [ + / -  loc] refers
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to the possibility of the element being used as a locative deictic. The feature [+ / -  
prox] to the distance from the speaker Indicated by the deictic. Uninterrupted 
lines mark direct semantic equivalence, and dotted lines a less direct relation. 
The subscript [attr] refers to attributive use, the subscript [ind] to independent 
use.
Figure 1 SEMANTIC ORGANIZATION OF DEMONSTRATIVE AND
LOCATIVE PRONOUNS IN QUECHUA, MEDIA LENGUA, AND 
SPANISH
QUECHUA MEDIA LENGUA 
isti
I- loc 1.
L+ proxj
aki
kay
ra lo c
|_+ proxj '  ~ '
r+  loe i  
’ ] +  proxj ~ -  .
ra k 'ind 
--------- r+ loe i
L+ proxj" 
aki
+ case 
+ loc 
- prox
alii '  ~  '
r+ loc i . 
prox J
SPANISH
este
r-bc -j
1+ prox]
aqui
. _ r+ ioc i  
"7^  1+ proxj
allí
r +  loc- ] 
proxj
chay ^ '
r«ioc '
- prox
allá
r+  ioc 1
. - - ' L* Prox J
allá
~ _ [+  lo c i  
pro x j
ah i
. r+  ioc-] 
L- Proxj '
ahf
'+ lodl
p ro x j
- isi 
s \  r~ loc 1 
t - p r o x j ’
r- 'oc i
l^proxj
W e can conclude from Figure 1 that the Media Lengua forms do not derive di-
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rectly from Quechua semantic equivalents. Neither do they immediately corre­
spond to the Spanish system. The Quechua form kay 'this, here’ has been split 
up into Istl 'this' and aki ’here’, along the lines of the Spanish system In which 
demonstratives and locatives are kept apart. The attributive use of aki 'this ... 
here’ is impossible in Spanish, however, though possible with Quechua kay. Si­
milarly with the [-prox] system, where we find an even greater departure from 
Quechua semantics in that the distinction between Spanish alii, alia and ahi is 
introduced into Media Lengua. Tables 7 and 8  provide the documentation for Fi­
gure 1.
Table 7 PROXIMATE DEMONSTRATIVE AND LOCATIVE PRONOUNS  
IN THE THREE SAMPLES
OF Cl Ml TOT
isti 6 25 12 43
isti-da 2 2 2 6
isti-un 1 1
istis 1 1
isiti 6 6
isiti-da 1 1
kay 2 2
kay-mu 1 1
aki-bi 5 39 7 51
aki-inu 1 1 3 5
aki-munda 4 1 5
aki-da 1 1
aki indep. 2 3 5
attr. 5 5
aki-bish 3 3 6
Crucial In Table 7  is that it shows that the form isti does not occur with locative 
case -bi, while aki does frequently. This was represented In Figure 1 by splitting 
up the uses of Quechua kay along the lines of the feature [ + / -  loc]. Only aki has 
locative use. Both isti and aki can be marked for case. Of course the adding of a 
case marker to aki corresponds to the Quechua system, not to Spanish, where 
locative pronouns are used without prepositions and case markers do not exist. 
Using aki independently without a case marker corresponds to Spanish, not to 
Quechua usage. Notice that a few instances of Quechua kay are maintained in 
Media Lengua. For those readers who wish to Interpret Tables 7 and 8 in more 
detail I give a list of the affixes found here in (13) :
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-da accusative, direction
-un instrumental, comitative
-m unda from, because of
-bi locative in, on at
-mu to, dative
-bish emphatic
-gam a until
In Table 8 similar data are presented for the non-proxlmate deictic elements.
Table 8 NON-PROXIMATE DEMONSTRATIVE AND LOCATIVE 
PRONOUNS IN THE THREE SAMPLES
CF Cl Ml TOT
isi 3 38 23 64isi-da 4 e 10
isi-un 1 1isis 1 l 2
islmunda 1 1
isu 1 4 5
chay,chi 2 1 3
chay-bi 1 1
chiga 1 1 2
alla-bi 1 15 10 26
alla-mu 1 1 2 4
alia indep. 7 5 12
attr. 9 1 10
alla-bish 1 1 2
alli-bi 1 11 3 15
alli-munda 1 1
alli-bi-munda 1 1
alii indep. 3 1 4
attr. 1 1
alli-bish 1 3 4
ahi-bi 15 6 21
ahi-munda 24 6 30
ahi-gama 1 1
ahi-mu 2 1 3
ahi-da 3 2 5
ahX indep. 16 3 19
attr. 1 1
Again, Isi does not occur with locative -bl, which is the most frequent affix with 
the forms alia, alii, and ahl, All three forms are also used attrlbutlvely, and optio­
nally occur without case marking, unlike Quechua but like Spanish. This is most 
striking for ahl.
Both the proximate and the non-proximate deictic elements show a system 
which is best interpreted as the result of restructuring the Quechua system un­
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der the Influence of Spanish. The resulting system resembles neither completely.
I should also stress that it shows internal variation: as Table 9 below shows, one 
fourth of the independently used deictic elements occurs without supporting 
case marking. This is slightly more in the Ml sample, which is the most hispanl- 
clzed, and absent of the C F sample, which was elicited.
Table 9 LOCATIVES W ITHOUT CASE MARKING IN THE THREE  
SAMPLES
CF Cl Ml TOT
with case 9 122 51 182
w/out case: 
ind. 28 12 40
attr. 16 1 17
with /-bi/ 7 80 26 113
ind/ind+bi .26 .32 .
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
I will now try to relate these findings to the question posed in the Introduction of 
how we can have both transmittance of substratum features without actual pho­
nological shapes surviving and at the same time restructuring of those features.
What Media Lengua shows at least Is that there can be processes of relexlfl- 
cation on a large scale within a speech community. O f course this does not 
commit any one to the position that we have had relexlfication from African lan­
guages in creole genesis, just that this is a possibility.
Consider now the differences between the relexlfication of content words in 
section 3 and of function words in section 4. in the earlier case we saw straight­
forward relexiflcation, generally maintaining the Quechua semantic distinctions. 
In the latter case, there was drastic restructuring of the system. How can we ex­
plain this difference? Relexiflcation can only take place under semantic resem­
blance. W hen the Quechua verb riku- 'see' Is relexlfied as bl- (from Spanish 
ver), this Is possible because there is a large shared element of meaning, esta­
blished through reference to some extra-linguistic mental representation.
Now take function words. These do not have a meaning outside the linguis­
tic system that they are part of, since their meanings are paradigmatlcally 
defined within that linguistic system. So when you relexify a system of function 
words, the semantic organization of the target language comes in automatically, 
and the result is at best a compromise between source and target language sy­
stems.
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This conclusion is relevant to the substrate debate In creole studies as a 
whole. If the argument is correct, we must conclude that the only African fea­
tures that could have been transmitted more or less Intact through relexiflcation 
are those dependent on properties of content words. This means: lexically de­
termined semantic distinctions and subcategorization features, but not syntactic 
properties related to function words. This consequence seems to me more or 
less on the right track, given the conflicting evidence for substratum so far. The 
strongest cases Involve lexical properties of content words.
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